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Dirnons'listening' bus? Get on board

Precious few cFos seem to have the skilis io truly understand how orhers perceive them
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This summer, -Jglrle 
q!ryq, the head of JP*UgIg+I*qhq;s, has been trundling across the US

heartland in a bus. Yes, you read that right while Dimon might normally flit around on a

corporate jet, he spent part of July with his top managers in a coach, visiting the West Coast and

the Rockies to listen to real-Iife customers and staff.

this bus ancl gave them beer - and immunity - to hear what they had to say. Then we talked to
customers too."

"You cannot run a company from the corporate air," he added. "You have to do something like
this, to get down on the ground and hear what people are saying. So we have the bus."

Now, I dare say some FI readers might scoff at this, just as some observers sneered when Mark

fl)ofcourse,Icannotte1lhowgenuinetheJPMorgan1isteningtouris,since'Jhaven't 
had a chance to witness what really happens after everyone has drunk that "immunity

beer" on the bus.
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Dimon has been sporadicalll' u.ir, , bus to tour his regiond offices, from the ground leve\ up'

for about a decade - but this is the first year he has turned it into such an extensive trip. And he

insists that his travels have produced genuine insights: last month he apparently discovered that

employees love the idea of launching a JPMorgan website in Mandarin for Chinese-speaking

clients, but are horrified by the prospect of abolishing low-paid teller jobs, since these are often

key entry positions for people from lower-income households.

Whatever you think about the bus trip, it also highlights a much bigger question that hangs over

our power structures today: can lofty CEOs ever find a way to get out ofthe C-suite and try to

view life from a completely different perspective? And, if so, what tactics could - or should -
they use?

-B o some extent, the internet has

created the impression that we are all constant'ly connected to each other, and that we have new

ways to peer into each other's lives. But digital bonds have not saved us from a sense of social

and mental fragmentation: economic inequality is rife, and social and poiiticai tribalism are on

the rise.

Recent history also suggests that there are precious few CEOs or corporate leaders who have the

skills to truly understand how others might perceive them - or empathise with a different point

of view.

This is partly because it takes enormous amounts of time and patience to see the world through

other people's eyes, or to spot what you are missing when you only talk to people with a preset

agenda. Anthropologists and psychologists aspire to do this by patiently observing and listening
to people for hours, if not years, but CEOs rarely have the slack in their lives to do this. Equally,

most business leaders rise through the ranks precisely because they are able to display a

maniacal focus on narrow goals and supreme confidence in their own abilities. This is not a skill-.-
set that encourages people to listen to alternative viewpoints.

I$[!iring speed. Just thirtk. for exirmplc. of horr qrricldl lhe * MeToqr morenrenlip]ead - or, rf

the viral nature ofthe protests over the ejection of some black customers from Starbucks, or hotv

taken aback CEOs on Wall Street r,r'ere by the political backlash after the past decade's financial
crisis.

Tech companies have been similarly lrrongfooted by public anger over data privacy. And more
recently, Amazon's leaders seemed surprised n'hen, earlier this I'ear, their home city of Seattle

suddenly imposed a nerv tax on high-revenue companies to help tackle homelessness. AJthough
the city council later repealed the ler,y, following pressure from Amazon and others, what was

most striking was that executives such as Jeff Bezos had paid remarkably little attention to their
local political structures before the furore erupted and caught them offguard.

g]l149 sharehol4ers, customers, empioyees and politicians the ability to organise protests at



In almost all these cases, company leaders suffered from a lack oflateral vision. Ifonly a few

more executives had spent time really listening to what people outside the C-suite said, there

ltould have been fener surprises.

So, chuckle if you like at Dimon's bus; I, for one, remain a little dubious about how'the hard-

charging, extroveft banker, who typically dominates any room, can be silent long enough to

listen to or empathise w'ith his staff. But the concept of his bus deserves at least one cheer, for

the s)..mboiism if nothing else. And if other CEOs or leaders have better ideas on how to

understand the mindset of critics, employees and customers, maybe they should share them. In
an age of endless cyber noise, it increasingly pays to listen; even if doing that takes a bus.
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